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Tripp Jordan is the founder of Medicare For Her, which is a Cornelius, North Carolina based company
offering guidance to women regarding Medicare. The company has now announced the release of a
new episode in their video series. This particular video outlines how women in North Carolina can go
about applying for Medicare and lists things that they should know before they apply. The video,
which can be accessed on YouTube at https://youtu.be/o1a7rOh8qsE, outlines key strategies women
should keep in mind when choosing a Medicare agency or brokerage and things they should consider
when selecting supplemental plans.
"It's not rocket science by any means," says Jordan. "But it can be extremely confusing to work your
way through the system, particularly in choosing a plan and knowing which supplement is best
depending on your medical needs."
Jordan states that many women who are turning 65 have no idea how to even apply for this senior
citizen insurance coverage and many fall victim to scams by companies and individuals claiming to be
representatives of the Social Security Administration. He says that those who are not fully aware of
how to apply can find more information at Medicare For Her by visiting them online at
http://www.medicareforher.com/how-to-apply-in-nc/.
"Women need help in navigating their way through the complicated Medicare system," Jordan says.
He and his company offer guidance and consultations to seniors who are ready to join the millions of
Americans currently receiving Medicare coverage.
In the newly launched video episode, Jordan answers questions about the steps involved in enrolling
in Medicare and how to thoroughly research available choices. He gives advice on things that women
should watch out for, specifically agencies that could potentially be scams, when choosing a Medicare
plan.
Tripp Jordan is considered an expert in Medicare coverage and supplements. He has been providing
advice to women for many years about the governmental insurance plans and how they can better
ensure that they are fully covered when they reach retirement age. Jordan encourages those applying
for Medicare in the near future to watch to his newest video. Those interested in connecting with
Jordan and his company can do so on their official Facebook page at
https://www.facebook.com/medicareforher.
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